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It is shown in this paper that a part of the structure theory of

locally compact abelian groups, which does not explicitly involve

compactness, still fails to apply to complete separable metric abelian

groups. Specifically, Theorem 2 asserts that any countable abelian

group may be discretely imbedded in a metrizable abelian group with

a dense cyclic subgroup. This result is independent of the rest of the

paper.

Theorem 1 is a natural generalization of the result of [4], on the

existence of recurrent random walks on discrete abelian groups, to

locally compact abelian groups. Theorem 2 shows that it cannot be

applied verbatim to complete separable metric groups. However, a

statement in terms of dense subgroups rather than discrete ones is

formulated as a conjecture.

We call a nonnegative finite measure p defined on the Borel sets

(the r/-field generated by the open sets) of a topological space regular

ii for every Borel set B and e>0 there is a compact set KEB such

that piB) —piK) <e. It is known that any finite Borel measure on a

complete separable metric space is regular, and that assuming the

generalized continuum hypothesis "separable" is unnecessary (see

[6]). Also, a bounded linear functional on the continuous functions

on a compact Hausdorff space may be uniquely represented as the

integral with respect to a regular Borel measure (see [5, §56]).

In order to define random walks on topological groups, we must

define convolution of measures. Let G be a Hausdorff topological

group and let p and v be finite regular Borel measures on G. Then

there are disjoint compact subsets C\, C2, • • • , oi G such that both

p and v are concentrated in U¿°_i C„.

To obtain a product measure for p and v on GXG, defined on all

Borel sets, we may proceed as follows. On each compact set CmXCn

we have a positive linear functional

f^ff  fix,y)dpix)dviy)
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on the continuous functions on CmXCn- (It follows from the Stone-

Weierstrass theorem that the order of integration can be reversed.)

This linear functional can, as mentioned, be written as

f^f fdp»

where pnm is a regular Borel measure of total mass piCm)viC„) on

CmXCn. The measure Zm,n~i Pmn is then a regular Borel measure on

GXG which is easily seen by mutual refinement to be independent of

the choice of the sets Cn- We call this measure p®v. It is easily seen

to be an extension of the ordinary product measure pXv.

If there is no countable base for the topology of G, it seems unclear

whether pXv itself is defined on all Borel sets in GXG, even after

completion of the measure, a point not explained in [8]. Another way

of obtaining a sufficiently widely defined product measure pv is given

in [l]. Since the pv measure of any Borel set B is the supremum of

the measures of closed sets included in B,2 and for any closed set F

00

viP) =   Z pv(Ff\(CmXCn)),
m,n=l

pv is regular, pv has the property that

J  fdpv = J J  f(x, y)dp(x)dv(y)

for any Borel function/ on GXG. Applying this to functions equal to

continuous functions on CmXCn and zero elsewhere, it follows that

pv and p®v agree on all Borel sets.

If \p is a continuous mapping of a topological space A onto another

space B and p is a regular Borel measure on A, we can define a regular

Borel measure p* on B by pj,(M) =p(\p~1(M)) lor any Borel set M in

B (see [8]). If g is a bounded Borel function on B and M is a Borel

set in B, then

I   gdßt =   I g(yp(x))dp(x)

since the equality holds for functions with finitely many values.

Now, if p(x, y) =xy on GXG, we define the convolution ju * v by

p * v = (p ® v)p = ipv)p.

2 This property is stated in [l ] only for B open, but since it also holds for B closed

and for countable unions and intersections of sets where it holds, it is true of all Borel

sets.
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Then p * v is a regular Borel measure on G satisfying, and character-

ized by,

J fd(p*v) = J  f(xy)dpv(x, y) = J J  f(xy)dp(x)dv(y)

= //
f(xy)dv(y)dp(x)

for any bounded Borel function/. It follows directly that convolution

is associative and is commutative if G is abelian. We also have

0* * v)(B) = j p(By-i)dv(y) = j v(x~^B)dp(x)

for any Borel set B, as in [8]. If the topology of G has a countable

base, all these facts can be proved without recourse to [l] since we

need only apply Fubini's theorem for the ordinary product measure.

Here is a fact relating convolution and the map p-^pj,:

Lemma I. If G and H are topological groups, \p is a continuous homo-

morphism of G into H, and p and v are regular Borel measures on G, then

(ß * v)i,   =  Pj, * V}.

Proof. If B is a Borel set in H,

(p+*v+)(B) = f N(Blrl)dvtih)

=  f pi(BP(y)-i)dv(y)

=  f p(p-\Bp(y-')))dv(y)

/.
PÍ4r\B)y-l)dviy)

= iß*v)i^iB)) = ip*pUB),       q.e.d.

To define a "random walk" on an abelian topological group G, we

will have regular Borel probability measures p and v on G, where v is

an "initial distribution" and p defines a "transition probability."

Thus we want to define a probability measure Pr on the infinite

product

d = G X G X G ■ ■ • = Go X d X G2 ■ ■ ■
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or space of sequences {xn:n = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • , xnEG} such that the

variables Xo, Xi —xo, • • • , x„+i — x„, • • • are all independent and

PrixoEB)=viB), Pr(x„+i-xnEB)=p(B) for any «^0 and Borel set

BEG.
To do this, we first define a product measure v®p®p® ■ • • on

G". If Hn = GoXGxX ■ ■ • XG„, then we have a regular Borel measure

v ® pM = v ® p ® ■ ■ ■ ® p

on Hn for each « (it is easy to check that the operation ® is associa-

tive). For each « there is a natural mapping \pn of Hn+x onto Hn, and

clearly

(V ® iU("+1))¿„ = v ® pM.

Thus all the hypotheses of a theorem of Bochner [2, Theorem 5.1.1,

p. 120] on inverse limits of measures are satisfied. Hence there is a

probability measure P on G" such that if (pn is the natural mapping of

G onto Hn for any w, P4,n = v®p(n). It is clear that for any closed set

F EG" (for the product topology),

00

F = n <¡>n-K<í>n(F))-
n=l

Thus P is defined on all Borel sets in G". Since there are compact sets

i)ñ-i<Pñli^n) in G", where Kn is compact in Hn, with measure arbi-

trarily close to 1, P is regular on closed sets. It follows easily that P

is also regular on open sets and hence on all Borel sets.

Finally, let RW be the mapping of G" into itself defined by

RW(y0, yi, yt, • • • ) = iyo, y* + yi, yo + yi + y2, ■ • • ).

RW is clearly continuous, so that Pr = Prw is a regular Borel measure

on G". The measure space (G", Pr) will be called the random walk on

G with initial distribution v and transition probability p. (If G has a

countable base for its topology, P is the usual infinite product meas-

ure and our other definitions also coincide essentially with the usual

ones.) A random walk willbe called recurrent if for every open set

UEG,

Pr(x„ E U for infinitely many «) = 1.

Theorem 1. A locally compact abelian group G has a recurrent ran-

dom walk if and only if (a) for every open subgroup H of G, G/H is

countable, and (b) G does not have a discrete subgroup free abelian on

three generators.
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To prove Theorem 1 we shall first generalize Lemma 1 of [2]. If

(GM, Pr) is a recurrent random walk on G and U is an open subgroup

of G, let to be the least ra such that x„E U, h the next least, and so

on; each tj,j = 0, 1, 2, •• -, is defined with probability one and equal

to a Borel function on its domain. Let xn = xin) and yn=xitn) for

any ra.

Now yo has a distribution w and yi—yo has a distribution pu,

where w and pu are regular Borel measures on G. For given values of

to, ■ ■ • , tn, tn+i = tn + k if and only if k is the least positive integer such

that xitn+k) —xitn)E U, since U is a subgroup. The set of variables

xitn+k) —xitn), k>0, is independent of xito), ■ ■ ■ , xitn), by a stand-

ard argument. Thus yn+i~yn is independent of yo, • • •, y» and has

distribution pu for all ra. Thus if pn is the distribution of (yo, • • • , y»)

on Hn, the measures pn have an inverse limit Pre; on G", concentrated

in U", so that ( U", Pre/) is a well-defined random walk on U with

initial distribution w and transition probability pu- The map

{*n}—*{xit„)} of G" into U" obviously carries Pr into Pre/.

Lemma 2. ill", Pru) is recurrent.

Proof. For any open set VEU, F is open in G, so that

Yr{xn E V infinitely often} = 1,

and since if xnEV, n = tm for some m,

Yr{xitm) E F infinitely often}

= Yiu {ymE F infinitely often} = 1,        q.e.d.

Let us now prove Theorem 1, beginning with "only if." Suppose G

has a recurrent random walk. G cannot have an open subgroup H

with G/H uncountable since for each ra at most countably many co-

sets of H can be reached with positive probability by time n. To

prove (b), we use the fact that G has an open subgroup H of the form

C©V where C is compact and F is a vector group (see [7, pp. 160-

162] ; the restriction to second-countable topologies is removed in the

second edition). Suppose J were a discrete subgroup of G, free on

three generators. The sum of the ranks of G/H and JC\H is then at

least 3, and the rank of JC\H is less than or equal to the dimension

of F as a real vector space, since J is discrete. Let F be a free abelian

subgroup of G/H of maximal rank, and let U be the union of all co-

sets of H belonging to F. Then U is an open subgroup of G of the

form C@Rk@Zm, where R and Z are the additive groups of the real

numbers and the integers respectively and k + m^3. (The relative
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topology of U is the product topology indicated by the direct sum

since G/H is discrete.) By Lemma 2, there exists a recurrent random

walk on U. Applying the natural homomorphism \p ol U onto Rk®Zm

and using Lemma 1, we obtain a recurrent random walk on Rk@Zm,

k+m^3, which is impossible (see [3, p. 31]).

To prove "if," again let H= C@ V be an open subgroup of G with

C compact, V a vector group, and G/H countable. Since G/H is dis-

crete, (b) implies that the sum of the rank of G/H and the dimen-

sion of V is at most 2.

Thus G/C has a countable dense subgroup M of rank at most 2.

According to [4], there is a random walk on M recurrent on M as a

discrete group and hence also with its relative topology from G/C.

Thus there is a recurrent random walk on G/C with its transition

probability p concentrated in countably many points. We may as-

sume p has no mass at 0, according to the proof in [4].

Let p be a normalized Haar measure on C and each of its cosets.

Let £ be the "product" of p and p defined by

%(B) =  |        p(BC\x)dp(x)
•J G/C

lor each Borel set B. (Since p is purely atomic, any function is meas-

urable for it.) Probably £ is the transition probability of a recurrent

random walk, but the proof seems to be easier if we modify it slightly,

letting <r= (£+po)/2, where po is p confined to C.

It is easy to see that if a transition measure a defines a recurrent

random walk on a group K for some initial distribution, and 8 is the

unit mass at the identity of K, then Xa + (1—X)ô is also the transi-

tion probability for a recurrent random walk with the same initial

distribution if 0<X^1. Thus (p + S)/2 defines a recurrent random

walk on G/C for any initial distribution, recurrent on M as a discrete

group.

Let U be any open subset of G, and let A be a coset of C such that

p(Ai~\U)>0 and AEM. Then a random walk on G with initial dis-

tribution concentrated at 0 and transition probability a has probabil-

ity 1 of being in A infinitely often since it induces a random walk on

G/C with transition probability (p + 5)/2. If x„ E A, then

Pr(xn+xEAC\U) = \p(A(~\ZJ)>0 sincep has no mass at 0. The events

that Xn(m)+iEAr\U, where n(m) is the rath integer » such that

x„EA, are independent for different m. Thus

Pr(x„ E U infinitely often)

â Pr(xn E A C\U infinitely often) = 1,        q.e.d.
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The following result shows that "locally compact" cannot be re-

placed by "complete separable metric" in Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let G be any countable abelian group. Then there is a

Hausdorff topology T on the group A=Z@G with a countable base for

which it is a topological group, Z is dense, and G has discrete relative

topology.

Proof. Let {g„}™_i be an enumeration of G in which every ele-

ment occurs infinitely many times and let un be the element (22", gn)

of A, ra = 1, 2, ■ ■ • . For each ra, let Un be the set of all elements of A

which can be written as finite sums Ha^i where the a¿ are integers

such that I öi| ^2'-" for all *. (Thus at = 0 for i<n.)

Then we have Un= — Un for all ra and Un+i+ Un+iEUn. Thus the

Un form a neighborhood-base at 0 for a topology 3 on A making it a

topological group (see [7, p. 55 ]). If uE Un for some ra, then u = Ha{Ui

with a, = 0 for i^k for some k. Thus Uk+uE U„, so that the Un are

actually open sets (belong to 3).

The sets Un+a, aEA, w=l, 2, • • • , form a base for 3. Hence to

show that Z is dense in A for 3 it suffices to show that for any ra and

a=iz, g) there is an integer w such that (w, 0)G(z, g)+Un, or

(2 — w, g)E~ Un= Un. This is clear since g = gr for some r^ra and

«r=(22r, gr)EUn; letw = z-22\

If Hf-iaj22' = 0 with |a,-| ¿2'-1 for all j, a¡ integers, then a¡ = 0

for all j since

i «y
y=i

^ n-2"-1-22n < 22"+2" ^ 22"+1

while

E aj22i
j=n+l

^ 22"+1   if an+i 7* 0.

Thus the only element of Ui of the form (0, g) is (0, 0) so that the

subgroup G of elements of this form has discrete relative topology.

Finally if u = (z, g) ?¿(0, 0), then Un and Un+u are disjoint if 0< \z\

<22" or if z = 0, g^O, so that 3 is Hausdorff. This completes the

proof.

Corollary. There is a topology for the free abelian group Z4 on four

generators for which it has a recurrent random walk, and in which there

is a subgroup free on three generators with discrete relative topology.

Proof. Let G = ZS in Theorem 2 and recall that Z has a recurrent

random walk.
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To see that Theorem 1 fails for complete separable metric groups it

suffices to take a completion of the group described in the corollary

with its topology as given by Theorem 2. The uniformity of this

topology is metrizable, and the completion has a natural structure of

complete metric group with a dense cyclic subgroup and a discrete

subgroup free on three generators.

One might conjecture, however, that a complete abelian topological

group has a recurrent random walk if and only if it has a compact

subgroup whose quotient has a dense subgroup of rank at most 2.

"If" follows from the proof of Theorem 1.

I would like to thank the referee for suggesting a number of im-

provements and corrections in the proofs of both theorems.
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